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zzz

Guide your character through a turning world. Think tactically and use the laws of gravity in 
your advantage. Search for the key in each level and enter the next level through the magic 
door.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdaDYpDXias


zzz

This is one of the world's most popular family card games. It's the number and color matching 
game of cards that's fun and easy for all ages. 



zzz

Match monster-inspired mahjong tiles to complete levels. Hurry, before the time runs out!



zzz

Electric sound runner! Shock you in every click! Evolution of the traditional music game, every 
note will make a sound independently. Press the button and enjoy the beautiful rhythm! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUCG3TOTZzU


zzz

This is the most unique all-terrain Off-Road Racing extravaganza you've ever seen. Dash 
through the river, roll down a steep hill - there are no limits and no boundaries in 4x4 JAM HD!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LViSvha_X9w


zzz

Avoid the animals and rocks on the way to deliver the package safely. Pick up coins and power 
ups on the way!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHzc-vB1bDM


zzz

Protected by the Elemental Statues, the fairies lived happily in the depth of the forest. But the 
rune stones were lost during an attack launched by the dark elves. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4GXL3fmGpU


zzz

Don't let the monsters catch you! Collect all the golden energy balls to complete the 
challenge. Plan your route，use your skills，run away or chase the monsters.



zzz

Ludo is a classic board game played between friends and family. Determine the moving grids by 
rolling the dice. The goal is to take all 4 tokens inside the HOME area before the other opponents.



zzz

Let's play darts! This is definitely a favorite of dart enthusiasts. Compete against opponents in 
thrilling darts matches of 501, Cricket and win the champion.



zzz

Guide the character through the magic forest, pick up the key in every level, and try to collect 
as many stars as possible. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp7WNlggs8Y


zzz

Do you like playing basketball? Of course! Then we try it on the street basketball court to 
see who is the basketball master. Crazy Basketball, an addictive basketball game, once 
started, hard to stop! 



zzz

You sunk my battleship! Or did I sink yours? This is a classic Battleship game. Select your 
positions wisely, choose your targets carefully. Enjoy the ultimate in nautical warfare fun.



zzz

Think tactically and put the boxes in the right place. Climb up and drop down to pass each level, 
with the help of your boxes. Collect as many stars as possible on your way!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlZblpCxyV0


zzz

The goal is to match two tiles with the same number in order to unify them. Try to reach the 
goal of 2048.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGOzCdYkHUE


zzz

zzz

Winter is here, but the soccer game must continue. aim and shoot the soccer. The first person 
to score 3 goals wins.



zzz

How good is your trivia knowledge? Put your skills to test against the ultimate game show, 
Millionaire Quiz! Answer trivia questions and become the millionaire！



zzz

zzz

This is an incredibly addicting word game that combines the best of word searching and 
crosswords for tremendous brain challenging fun! Can you beat the game?



zzz

It's a Chinese originated strategic board game. Use your judgement to predict the opponent's 
strategy and be the first to put five stones of your own color in a row. 



zzz

Landlord (Dou Di Zhu), is a card game based on its real-world counterpart that is one of the 
most popular card games in China. Easy to learn and start!



zzz

Blackjack is an exciting game that any player is sure to enjoy. Place your bet, win the chips. 
Feel the risk as you dive into the casino atmosphere and hit the big time!



zzz

Learn how to fix up the damaged teeth of your patients, using a variety of tools to bring back a 
beautiful smile on their faces.



zzz

To win, you need to find and occupy the largest area in a limited time, clock is ticking…Try 
your best to get a higher score!
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zzz

Waves of cruel monsters are coming your way. Fight back in no time and defend your 
area now!



zzz

Guide the lovely dog to bravely break through all kinds of complex levels by collecting food 
and props on the way.



zzz

"Tribal Run" is a casual game which you have never experienced before! Try your best to save 
your pets on the way and escape from the chasing monster!



zzz

Defend your part of the ocean against fierce underwater creatures. Try to repel your enemies by 
launching bullets and missiles at them from your submarine.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yNMClpeVV8


zzz

Control your stickman in such a way that he avoids all the obstacles that come his way. A split 
second decision can make the difference between life and death.



zzz

Devour the balls that are smaller than you to grow bigger, but look out for the larger balls. 
They can eat you in a second!



zzz

A bumblebee flies through the skies looking for something to eat. Help it collect as much pollen as 
possible. But be careful, along the way there are dangerous obstacles that have to be dodged!



zzz

Control a greedy cat and a dog who want to take all the food, but be careful and avoid the 
hidden bombs!



zzz

Jump down the platforms and try to survive as long as possible. But watch out, the way down is 
more dangerous than it seems.



zzz

Help Mr. Piggy collect as many apples as possible, and avoid all the obstacles that come your 
way in order to proceed to the next level!



zzz

Countless waves of monsters are coming to attack your homeland. Use your bow and arrow to 
keep the monsters at a distance and your homeland safe.



zzz

Cute Kitty loves catching insects. Put her in the right position and get them all!



zzz

Penguins are jumping down from the mountain tops. Try to hit them with your bat and make them 
fly as far as possible.



zzz

Annoying pests keep flying in front of you, quickly pick up the beat to eliminate them, do 
not let go of one!



zzz

Help the crimal escape from the prison, make sure to hide when the guards shine their flashlights 
on you, and try to stay hidden for as long as possible.



zzz

Drop down in the dungeon as far as you can. On your way down there will be many obstacles 
you have to avoid. The further you descend, the more challenging the obstacles get.
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zzz

Occasionally fear? Afraid? This game will help you overcome this psychic! Control your character, 
start your show. How long you can adhere to? Do not let the big stone hit you!



zzz

Click and change the color of the main character with the right rhythm according to the planer 
where it is about to land on, but watch out, you will fall if you are too slow!



zzz

Match up three or more animal tiles in a row to eliminate them and score points. Try to get 
biggest combos and scores as many points as possible. But think quickly, the clock is ticking!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja3Nx_akGdA


zzz

Eliminate the balls in the field by firing balls of the same color at them. When 3 or more balls 
with the same color are connected, they will vanish. Don't let the balls cross your line!



zzz

Become the best pilot and fly your plane to the parking destination. Explore different airplanes 
and learn parking skills. Make sure you don' t hit any other vehicles on the runway.



zzz

Grab enough gold in the underground with the swinging hook in the time given to reach the 
target in order to proceed to the next level. 



zzz

You just arrived in New York, to pursue your dream of becoming a chef. You want to work for 
the famed and attractive chef to gain experience. Work your way …
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zzz

This is a very exciting racing game that gives realistic impact shock feelings. Choose from 
various cars and tracks, race against your opponents. Be the first to cross the finish line.



zzz

Billiards is an elegant indoor sport, which is popular all over the world. People hit the ball with 
cue and count points to determine the winner.



zzz

Aim, adjust the club power and go! Playing golf has never been this easy. From easy to 
challenging terrains, use your acute golf senses to land a hole in one. Avoid bunkers and water!



zzz

Score as many points as you can in one minute by throwing the balls in the basket. You get 
two points when you score in a stationary basket, and three points when the basket is moving.
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zzz

Control the box in order to get it in the hole at the end of the level. Puzzle your way through 
each level and make sure the box doesn't fall over the edge.



You awake to find yourself lost in time. The powerful Time L ord is intent on disrupting the timespace continuum. 
Solve a series of challenging puzzles, retrieve the keys,and restore order to the universe!

zzz



zzz

It's a classic sudoku game! Puzzle your way through these popular Japanese brain teasers. Do 
you have what it takes to solve these puzzles?



zzz

Turn around the maze in such a way that the zombies make contact with the humans. Help the 
zombies to infect the people.



zzz

Guide the snake through the level and try to pick up as much food as possible. But be careful, 
try to not hit the trees or your own tail, or your adventure is over.



zzz

Try to fit as many bubbles as you can in this colorful world before you run out of space!



zzz

Place various shapes in a hexagonal honeycomb, and create a straight line from one side to 
another, in order to eliminate it. Try to fit as many pieces as possible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-z00msgeg5k


zzz

Solve this ancient Chinese puzzle by sliding the pieces in the right way.



zzz

Test your concentration and your power to recall in this classic memory game. Find all the 
pairs within the shortest possible time. 



zzz

Clear the minefield carefully. When opening up tiles, numbers will appear, which give you an 
indication of where the mines are located. Open up all the innocent tiles to find all the mines.



zzz

Help the worm to safely jump from one rotating platform to another, and try to eat as many 
pieces of fruit as possible on the way. 



zzz

Think strategically and surround the rabbit Jett before it runs away.



zzz

In the blazing hot desert, water is a precious asset. It is your job to link up all the pipes to 
make sure that the water flows from the source to the homes at the other side of the town. 
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zzz

Chess is one of the most classic and popular board games. You can train your mind and keep your 
concentration in this game. By using the 45° looking down perspective, it gives you a better playing 
experience.



zzz

The objective is to move all your checkers into your home board. Then, bear them off. Plan your 
strategy, roll the dice, and leave everything else to luck!



zzz

In a tiny warehouse, several boxes have to be put in specified areas. Use your strategy and 
skills to get the boxes there without getting stuck. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6ekJZFx9lg


zzz

Checker, Or Draughts is a board game loved and played all around the world. Plan your moves, 
and try to outsmart the opponent. The goal is to capture all your opponent s pieces.



zzz

Your homeland is being invaded! Protect your base with your tanks and fight back 
in various levels.



zzz

Use a good strategy and adjust it to your opponent's moves in order to beat them in a classic 
game of Chinese chess.



zzz

Solitaire is the most popular single player card game in the world. If you like classic Solitaire, 
you're going to love this crisp and clear solitaire game!



zzz

It's a tower defense game. Waves of enemies are on their way to your castle! Place towers 
along the road that can take out the threats in order to keep your castle safe.



zzz

In order to win, players need to have as many disks as possible of their color when the last 
playable empty square is filled.
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zzz

A good strategy as well as being skilled at calculating and recalling is required to beat your 
opponents in this classic Chinese game.



zzz

Craps is a worldwide popular casino game. Players make wagers on the outcome of the roll, 
or a series of rolls, of a pair of dice. Come on and try it!
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zzz

Put the letters in the right place and guess the word, according to the four pictures. Study them 
thoroughly to find a clue in order to solve the game.
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zzz

Look at the two pictures, and point out all the differences you can find. Make sure you 
accomplish it within the time given!



zzz

The picture is completely mixed up so you should put every single part in the right place and 
rebuild the overall picture. It is a game full of changes that you could never quit!



zzz

Expand your knowledge of flags from all over the world! Reading the hint that is given, do you 
know the right answer?



zzz

Tomi and his friends are playing football. Help Tomi score as many goals as possible within 
the time given.



zzz

Expand your knowledge of fruits from all over the world, look at the picture and give the right 
answer!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jvu1MszXXRo


zzz

Test your knowledge of animals, look at the picture and choose the right answer. Do you know 
all 50 animals?



zzz

Expand your knowledge of vegetables! Take a look at the pictures, and choose the right answer! 
The goal is to answer all 50 questions correctly.



zzz

This is a puzzle game for children. Tomi strayed into a very complex maze. Can you help him 
find his way out?



zzz

This is a puzzle game for children. Test and improve your mathematics skills, choose the right 
option for every question and score as many points as possible!



zzz

Learn how to separate the wastem, put it into the right containers and try to get the highest 
streak of right answers possible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vn4UyudDHNE


zzz

Test your knowledge of famous buildings and places from all over the world. Can you answer 
all 50 questions correctly?
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